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While Reducing Print Costs and Downtime,
Baker Cheese Meets Consumer Expectations
with Consistent and Exceptional Code Dates
SUMMARY

Baker Cheese needed to reduce
downtime and increase print
consistency in order to meet
consumer expectations. After
two weeks of head-to-head
trials, they selected Hitachi RX
Series Continuous Inkjet Printers
as the clear winner. The result
was an immediate improvement
in uptime, decreased print
costs, reliable and consistent
code dates allowing Baker
Cheese to continue as one of
America’s favorite string cheese
producers.
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Packaged Foods
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Baker Cheese
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IMS Partners

Baker Cheese

Located in the heart of cheese country, you’ll find Baker Cheese;
a 4th generation cheese producer. Baker Cheese pioneered the
production of high quality string cheese and has been a leading
national producer for almost four decades. They take pride in the
freshness of their cheese, owing that freshness to an astounding 48
hour farm to consumer ready process. This commitment to freshness
and quality has been meet with many awards and accolades from
critics and consumers alike.

BUSINESS CHALLENGE

Baker Cheese produces close to 3 million sticks of string cheese
each day making any downtime extremely costly. Their previous
coding equipment was becoming very costly and wasn’t able to
deliver the print consistency needed to compliment the quality of their
product. An easy-to-use printer was needed that could produce high
quality prints within a small print window as part of an intermittent
motion production process.

“ We put it through the ringer on

our toughest applications, and

it was a slam dunk! ”
- Brian Baker, President, Baker Cheese
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SOLUTION

After a two week head-to-head trial with multiple competitive printers,
it was clear that Hitachi printers were able to not only meet but
exceed Baker Cheese’s printer needs. Baker Cheese chose IMS
Partners to supply Hitachi RX Series Continuous Inkjet Printers.
IMS Partners was able to assist Baker Cheese in developing a print
solution to match their current production processes allowing Baker
Cheese to see an immediate decrease in downtime and an increase
in print consistency that exceeded expectations.

RESULTS

Not only were the Hitachi RX
Continuous Inkjet Printers able
to decrease downtime, but they
virtually eliminated it. Along with
this improved output, the new
Hitachi printers reduced printer
costs and took an average code
date look and turned it into an
exceptional code date look.
This helped meet consumer
expectations and continue to
fortify Baker Cheese’s position
as one of the top string cheese
producers in the US year
after year.

“The Hitachi RX Series Printers
have been bulletproof,
exceeding expectations for our application. ”
- Jim Guell, Maintenance Manager, Baker Cheese

For more information scan this code, or visit us at:
www.hitachi-america.us/ice/inkjetprinters
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